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EVOLUTIONARY EXISTENCE PROOFS
FOR THE PENDANT DROP AND

^-DIMENSIONAL CATENARY PROBLEMS

ANDREW STONE

Two problems about surfaces, both involving a gravitational forc-
ing term, are studied from an evolutionary perspective. It is shown
that, in each case, the existence of a unique solution to the associated
Boundary Value Problem (BVP) may be established using a suitable
mean curvature type flow. By considering two different flows for one
of the problems it is illustrated that the best choice of flow, for use in
the evolutionary construction of solutions to such mean curvature type
BVPs, may often be determined more by geometric considerations
than by analytic ones.

0. Basic notation and conventions. Throughout the following let Ω
denote an open, bounded domain in Rw, with C2'α-boundary <9Ω,
and let A denote the minimal surface operator, so that A acts on
functions u e C2(Ω) via

Au = -Dii

where the functions a1: Rw —• R are defined by

Here, as in the following, we are using the convention of summing
over repeated indices.

Also, for convenience, set a} = a\Du) and v = \/l + \Du\2, and
introduce the additional notation

I + LPIV

so that then we may write

Au = -aijDiDjU \/ueC2(Ω)

where aij stands for aij(Du). Note that the least eigenvalue of the
matrix (a*J) is v~3.

Furthermore, for u e C 2(Ω), let H denote the mean curvature of
the surface graρh(w). Observe that the well-known relation H = -Au
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then allows replacement of the minimal surface operator in equations
by the quantity H, and this will be frequently done in the sequel
(notwithstanding that the symbol H is sometimes reserved in the lit-
erature for a prescribed curvature function), so as to emphasize the
geometrical character of much of the working.

Finally let C( , . . . , •) denote any constant determined by the quan-
tities listed, and let ei, . . . , ew+i denote the standard basis for R Λ + 1 ,
with ( , •) the usual inner product.

1. Introduction. Consider the following three problems:
(i) (The "Minimal Surface Problem",) Here we seek to know if

graphical surfaces exist which minimise area, while spanning some
prescribed boundary. This models mathematically a soap film span-
ning a given wire frame, and leads to consideration of the Boundary
Value Problem (BVP):

(1.1) -Au = 0 onΩ,

u = φ on <9Ω

where φ £ C 2 ' α (Ω) is some specified function.
(ii) (The "Hanging Drop Problem".) Here we model the existence

of pendant drops hanging from a fixed boundary, such as the end
of a pipette. In this context it is notationally convenient to take the

χn+\ _ Q \QYQI a s th e z e r o reference level for gravitational potential
energy, and then to reverse the gravitational field so as to make it
point upwards, rather than downwards (see [Hul]). This means that
"hanging drops" would hang upwards, above the zero gravitational
potential energy level, rather than downwards, and is done so that
functions, u, describing such drops graphically, would typically be
positive, rather than negative, and would increase if the drop began
to fall, not decrease. Then in seeking 'hanging drops' whose surfaces
are graphical we are led to search for functions, u, which are critical
points of the energy functional

E(ύ) = J fv - | w 2 ) dx

where K > 0 is a constant determined by the density of the liquid,
its surface tension constant, and the acceleration due to gravity. This
gives rise to the BVP:

(1.2) -Au + κu = 0 onΩ,

u = φ on<9Ω,
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where, again, φ e C2>α(Ω) is some fixed function.
(iii) (The "Hanging Roof Problem9'.) Here we model a surface M,

of unit mass density, hanging under its own weight from some (n -1)-
dimensional boundary Γ c 9 Ω x R>Q. If M is graphical, and lies
everywhere above 'ground level', u = 0, then it will be the graph of
some C2-function u: Ω —• R>o which is a stationary point for the
energy functional

E{u) = ί u
JΩ

\Du\2dx.

This leads to consideration of the Dirichlet BVP:

(1.3) -vAu-- = 0 onΩ,
v ' u

u = φ on dΩ
where φ e C2>α(Ω) is some positive function on Ω.

The above are three examples of a large class of stationary BVPs
of mean curvature type, arising primarily from physical problems in-
volving surface tension, which have been extensively studied in recent
times (see, for instance, [CF], [Gi], [Hul], [DH]; for further exam-
ples of such problems, including in particular a thorough treatment
of the phenomenon of capillarity, see the book by Finn, [Fi]). Exis-
tence results for these BVPs, under suitable conditions on Ω and φ,
have been derived. However these have often been obtained by means
of fixed point theorems, and so have yielded little direct information
as to what such solutions look like (see, say, [Hul, §5] in relation to
Problem (ii), and [DH] on Problem (iii)).

An alternative and more geometrically satisfying approach to these
problems is to view them from an evolutionary perspective; that is, we
try to show that, by choosing an appropriate evolution equation, solu-
tions to such problems may be 'constructed' from any suitable initial
function by evolving this function forward in time under the flow, and
having it converge to a solution of the relevant BVP. This approach
has the further advantage that such flows are of considerable geomet-
rical interest in their own right, even leaving aside their usefulness in
the construction of solutions to stationary problems.

In this evolutionary setting Problem (i) has already been widely
treated. Most authors here (see for example [Ec], [Gel], [LT]) have
chosen to study the behaviour of graphical surfaces under the pure
mean curvature evolution

(1.4) u = -Au o n Ω x [ 0 , Γ )
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in which the surfaces Mt = graph(w( , t)) move in the xn+ι-direction
with speed given by their mean curvature H = -Au.

However as noted in [Hu2], an alternative and more geometrically
natural flow (see also [Br], [EH], [Hu3]) is given by the evolution
equation

(1.5) ύ = -υAu o n Ω x [ 0 , Γ )

in which all points on the surfaces Mt move with component of speed,
in the unit normal direction, equal to the mean curvature of the surface
at that point. Note that flows (1.4) and (1.5) both have, of course, the
same set of stationary functions.

Using flow (1.5) Huisken has been able (see [Hu2]) to supply a very
short proof of the existence of graphical solutions to BVP (1.1), for
suitable domains Ω.

The aim of this paper is to demonstrate that Problems (ii) and (iii)
may also be solved readily via similar evolutionary means. The details
of the methods used in each case will be supplied later, along with
precise statements of results. First, however, we make two further
observations.

The first is that there may often be more than one flow which could
be used to treat a particular problem. Results for all such flows are
naturally of independent interest. Nevertheless we will see that, for
strongly geometrical problems such as (ii) and (iii), the more geomet-
rically natural the flow we use the easier it will be to obtain suitable
results, particularly regarding the existence of solutions to the related
stationary BVP. This will be most obvious from our treatment of Prob-
lem (ii), which we will analyse, in §§2 and 3, using two different flows,
one of which is more geometrical and turns out to yield the desired
results with much less effort.

Our final remark concerns the use, alluded to earlier, of the Leray-
Schauder Fixed Point Theorem in the stationary treatment of Prob-
lems (ii) and (iii) (see [Hul] and [DH]). In §3 of this paper we show
also that many of the estimates required for the application of this
theorem in the stationary setting are mirrored closely in the evolu-
tionary context. As such the use of flows provides, in some sense, the
more natural setting for such calculations, without the need for the
introduction of any class of auxiliary BVPs, or such like.

Before proceeding further the author would particularly like to thank
Dr. Gerhard Huisken both for introducing him to these problems, as
well as for many very helpful discussions. His encouragement and
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assistance, and also the support of the Centre for Mathematical Anal-
ysis in Canberra during the preparation of this report, are gratefully
acknowledged, as are the useful comments and suggestions of the ref-
eree.

2. The Hanging Drop Problem—Method 1. Here we give the first
(and simpler) of two evolutionary treatments of Problem (ii). Our
aim is to prove the following main theorem:

THEOREM 2.1. Let Ω c R " be open and bounded, with C2>a-bound-
ary <9Ω, and suppose further that the mean curvature, Hf, of dΩ
satisfies

(2.1) H\y)>μ>0 Vy G dΩ

where μ is a constant. Suppose also that UQ, φ e C 2 ? α (Ω) satisfy the
compatibility condition uo = φ on <9Ω. Then there exists a constant

(2.2) KO = KQ ( s u p ( K | ) , s u p ( v ( D u 0 ) ) , Ω , d Ω 9 n , μ , \ φ \ 2 ; a )
V Ω Ω /

such that for all 0 <κ <κ0 the parabolic Initial Value Problem (IVP)

(2.3) ύ = v(H + κu) onΩx [0, oo),

u = φ on dΩ x [0, oo),

u(x, 0) = UQ(X) on Ω

has a C 2 'α 'Q ί/ 2(Ω x (0, oo))-solutionf u, smooth on the interior Ω x
(0, oo) and moreover the functions ut(x) = u(x, i) converge expo-
nentially fast as t —• oo, in any Ck-norm, to a C2>a(Ω)-solution of
the stationary BVP (1.2).

Note that the factor v has been included in the evolution equation
of (2.3) to make the mean curvature component of the flow more ge-
ometrical, as discussed in §1. Note also, for later reference, that we
do not need here the existence of a positive lower bound, mo, for our
initial function Uo(x) on Ω. By contrast, in §3, when we again treat
the "Hanging Drop Problem", but there with the less geometrical evo-
lution equation in which the factor v has been omitted, the existence
of such an mo will in fact prove to be essential to obtain an a priori
global gradient estimate, and hence to ensure the long-time existence
of a graphical solution to the flow.

Proof of Theorem. The short-time existence of a solution to (2.3)
may be established, via the Implicit Function Theorem, in the usual
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way. Here, as in all subsequent cases in this paper, we omit the details
relating to this aspect of the proof.

The next step is to establish the long-time existence of a solution to
(2.3). Since the evolution equation of (2.3) is uniformly parabolic if
we have a bound for \Du\, this will follow by standard theory provided
we can derive an a priori estimate for \ut\cι which does not fail in
finite time. In fact we will derive a time-independent a priori estimate
for \ut\cι. In this regard a time-independent interior gradient estimate
will prove to be the chief obstacle.

We begin, however, by obtaining time-independent sup and bound-
ary gradient estimates. To derive these there are only two simple
constraints which we require KQ to satisfy, namely: first define d =
diam(Ω) and σ = supΩ(|tto|), and then set Q = σ + d. Then require
KQ to be small enough that

(2.4) κ0C0 < n/d

and

(2.5) κ0C0<μ.

We can now prove the following lemmas:

LEMMA 2.1. Suppose KQ satisfies condition (2.4). Then for any K <
κ0, if u is a solution oflVP (2.3) we have

__sup \u(x,t)\<C0.
Ωx[0,oc)

Proof. The proof is by stationary barriers. Define upper and lower
barrier functions ψ+ and ψ~ by

ψ+(x,t) = σ + (d2-\x-x0\
2)ι/2

and

ψ-(x,t) = -ψ+(x,t)

where XQ G Ω is arbitrary. Geometrically, graph(^+) is a portion
of spherical cap, namely that part of the upper hemisphere, centre
(xo, σ), radius d, lying over Ω.

Then to see that ψ+ is indeed an upper barrier for u, observe first
that graph(^+) evidently lies everywhere above graph(w) at / = 0,
and also remains everywhere strictly above graph(w) on <9Ω x [0, oo).
Moreover, since it has constant negative mean curvature of -n/d on
all of Ω, it would also, in view of (2.4), initially move at all points in
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Ω strictly downwards, under the flow in (2.3). Thus ψ+ must be an
upper barrier for u, or we would have an immediate contradiction at
the first point and instant at which the graphs of the functions touched.

The proof that ψ~ is a lower barrier for u is identical. D

Note here that, if our initial function u$ did in fact satisfy min^wo
= mo for some positive constant mo, then an alternative lower barrier
would simply be the function

ψ~(x, t) = m0.

We mention this because, from a practical viewpoint, we might typ-
ically want the u = 0 level in our formulation to correspond to an
obstacle, such as the base of a tube. Since the physical character of
the problem would change if the surface were ever to strike such an
obstacle, we would therefore prefer it if we could guarantee that our
final stationary solution of BVP (1.2) does not touch this level. By the
above observation this will certainly hold provided the initial surface
lies everywhere above the zero level.

LEMMA 2.2. Suppose now KQ satisfies both conditions (2.4) and
(2.5). Then for any K <KQ, if u is a solution oflVP (2.3) we have

sup v < C\
#Ωx[0,oo)

where C\ = C\(n, C o , μ, Ω, <9Ω, | ^ | 2 ; Ω ) is some constant.

Proof. Again this is via stationary barriers, this time constructed
from a pair of related BVPs. Note first that, since (2.4) holds, so
Lemma 2.1 and (2.5) yield that

(2.6) κ( sup |κ | ) <μ.
\Ωx[0,oo) /

Now define a pair of related stationary BVPs by

(2.7±) H = ±μ o n Ω ,

u(x) = φ(x) on<9Ω.

Then it is well known (see [GT, Chapter 14]) that, by using a construc-
tion involving the function dist( , dΩ) and choosing a number of ar-
bitrary parameters sufficiently large, we can find, for each y e dΩ, a
local upper barrier δ+(x) for BVP (2.7-) such that, in some neigh-
bourhood Ny of y,

(2.8)
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and

(2.9)

and

(2.10)

and
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δf(x) > U0(x) V* €

H+(x)<-μ VJCG!

(2.11) £+(*)> Mo Vxe(ΩnNy)\Nε>(dΩ)

where Nε'(dΩ) is some fixed ε'-neighbourhood of <9Ω, and H+{x)
denotes the mean curvature of δ+{x).

To see that δ£(x) is then, in fact, also a local upper barrier for
u(x, t) on Ω n Ny, note first that property (2.9) guarantees that
graph(<5+) lies initially everywhere above graph(w) on ΩnNy. Prop-
erty (2.11) then ensures that it must remain so on (ΩnNy)\Nε>(dΩ),
while (2.6) along with property (2.10) allows us to demonstrate, by a
similar contradiction procedure to that used in the proof of Lemma
2.1, that the same must be true on (ΩniV^nN e>(dΩ).

Thus δf(x) is indeed a local upper barrier for u(x, ί) on Ωf)Ny .
Similarly, using BVP (2.7+), we can also construct local lower bar-

riers, δy(x), for u(x, t), for all y e dΩ.
Therefore, by property (2.8), we get, at each y E dΩ, a time-

independent sup bound for \Du(y,t)\ by max(\Dδ+(y)\, \Dδ~(y)\).
But this, in view of the method of construction of the functions δ+
and δ~ , gives us precisely a uniform estimate for υ of the desired
form. D

We turn now to the derivation of a uniform α priori global bound
for v . Because of the strongly geometrical nature of the flow in (2.3)
this could be most easily achieved by working locally on the surfaces
graph(w), in the manner employed in, for example, [DH] or [EH].
However we shall not adopt this approach here, for two reasons.

The first is to illustrate that the necessary calculations may still be
carried out, and the estimate obtained, while working on the base
domain Ω.

The second is to allow more ready comparison of the (relatively
few) difficulties that arise in obtaining this estimate when using the
more geometrical flow employed in this section, vis-a-vis those that
arise at the corresponding point in the next section, where we are
again treating the "Hanging Drop" problem, but there using the less
geometrical evolution equation u = H + κu in which the factor v is
not included.
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Nevertheless we remark, at this point, that the technique of ex-
ploiting the geometry of appropriate mean curvature flows by working
locally on the evolving surfaces themselves will be employed later in
this paper, when we treat the "Hanging Roof problem, Problem (iii),
in §4. A few more detailed comments on its particular advantages will
be made at that time.

Returning to the derivation of our interior bound for v, we aim
to obtain this by bounding instead a suitable auxiliary function, χ,
which involves v . Precisely, define

K = max ίCi, sup(v(Duo))j , C2 = 4K > 4.

Also require now further that κ0 be small enough that the condition

(2.12) κo(v2 + 2v - 1) < 2 ( ^ ~ 1 ) for all (C2 - 1) < t; < C2

CQv

holds. Then we have

LEMMA 2.3. Suppose κo satisfies conditions (2.4), (2.5) and (2.12).
Define an auxiliary function χ(x, t) by

u2

c o

Then for any K <KQ, if u is a solution oflVP (2.3) we have

(2.13) _sup | * ( * , 0 l < C 2

Ωx[0,oo)

whence also, obviously,

(2.14) _suρ v<C2.
Ωx[0,oo)

Proof To establish estimate (2.13) without working locally on the
surfaces graph(w(x, t)) we need a pair of preliminary lemmas.

LEMMA 2.4. We have the identities

(2.15) v = aιDι(ύ) = aιDι(vH + KVU)

and

(2.16) aιDι{vH) = υDi(aijDjV) + HaιDiV - vaijaklDiDkuDjDιu.
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Proof. Equation (2.5) is immediate from the definition of v. As
for (2.16), this is proven by direct computation, a sketch of which is
as follows. By the definitions of v and a1 we have

DjV = υ~ιDιuDjDιU and D(a
l = aklDiDku.

Hence, since DtH = A t A ^ ) , we obtain that DiH = Dι{aklDιDku),
and thence we may derive that

But then, combining this identity with the fact that aιDι(vH) =
vaιD\H + HaιD\V , equation (2.16) follows. D

LEMMA 2.5. The quantity aijaklDkuDjDιu is positive; indeed

a^aklDiΏkuΏjDιu = υ~2\V2u\2

where V2u denotes the matrix of second tangential derivatives of u.

Proof. A proof of this may be found in Claus Gerhardt's paper [Ge2,
Lemma 1.3]. D

Returning to the proof of Lemma 2.3, we can now calculate directly
from Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 that

(2.17) v < vDi(aijDjV) + H^DfV + κaιDι{uv)

= vaijDiDjV + vDi(aij)DjV ^

+ uκaιDιv + κ\Du\2.

But also, by explicit computation, we have that

(2.18) α1' = v2ailDιu

and

(2.19) aiDi(aj) = ak

whence in turn

(2.20) Di(aij)DjV = Di(v'ι{δij - a^

= {-v-χ{Haj + a*Did) - t

= -v~l(Haj + ajkDkv

= -v~l(v2HaijDiUDjV
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Thus by (2.18) and (2.20) in (2.17), and using the ellipticity of (a"),
we obtain

(2.21) v < vaijDjDjV - v2HaiiDiuDjv -

+ v2HailDιuDiV + κuaιDι I χ - - ^ ) + κ\Du\2

ij Ϊ κ\Du\2.

Yet also, by Lemma 2.1, and noting that aiJDiuDjU = υ~3\Du\2, we
have

(122) £(g)-g<.«<ΊV>,..+

= υa"D,Dj (£λ - ^

Combining (2.21) and (2.22) we therefore have that

(2.23) χ < va^DiDjχ + κuaιDιX + (κ(v2 + 2v - 1) - ^

But then it follows that

(i) By the definition of C^, and Lemma 2.2, χ is initially less
than C2 on all of Ω and never reaches C2 on dΩ x [0, 00) and

(ii) By condition (2.12), and noting that of course χ - 1 < v < χ,
χ can also never reach C2 on Ω x [0, 00) or we would have an
immediate contradiction at the first point and instant at which it did
so. D

This completes the proof of the long-time existence claim of Theo-
rem 2.1.

As for regularity, our uniform bound on υ(Du) means that aij(Du)
is now uniformly elliptic, and this, by standard theory, guarantees
uniform estimates also on all higher derivatives of u in time and
space on Ω x [0, 00).

Moreover, regarding the convergence claim of Theorem 2.1, the uni-
formity of our bound on \ut\c\ implies we can also find a subsequence
of times t^-^oo such that the functions utk converge to a C2 > α(Ω)-
function, Uoo. Then to see first that Uoo will be a stationary point
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of the flow, that is, a solution of BVP (1.2), we consider the time-
derivative of the energy functional describing this situation, and use
Lemma 2.3. This yields

-τ-E(ύ) = — (v - -u1 dx = - / — dx < - — / u1 dx
dt v ; dtJΩ\ 2 ) Ja v - C2JΩ

whence we obtain

/ ί ύ2dxdt< C(C0, C2, υ(Duo), Ω)
o JΩ

independent of T. Hence ύ goes uniformly to zero as t —• oc, and
the claim follows.

It remains then only to prove that we have not just convergence of
the subsequence utk, but in fact have exponential convergence, in any
C^-norm, of all the ut, as t —> oo, to Uoo . For this we invoke the
following interpolation inequality (see [GT, Theorem 7.27]):

LEMMA 2.6. If ψ e W^'p{Q)f then for any ε > 0 and multiindex
β with 0 < \β\ < k, we have

In view of this it will evidently suffice to show exponential conver-
gence of the ut to Uoo in the ZΛnorm.

LEMMA 2.7. Suppose u^ is as above and K < KQ, where κ$ now
satisfies (2.4), (2.5), (2.12) and the further constraint

(2.24) κo

where Cp(n, |Ω|) is the constant in Poincare's inequality. Here λ is de-
fined to be the smallest eigenvalue of any of the matrices
aιJ{sDu + (1 - s)Du0O), s e [0, 1] that is

l 0.

Then there exists a positive constant ξ = ξ(n, Ω, Cj) such that

\\Ut - MooHi < C2\\UT - M 0 0 |β*-« ί - Γ > Vί > T

where T is some sufficiently large but finite time.
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Proof. Noting w^ = 0 and ϋ = a!Dι(u), we may compute that

-j- / -{u - Woo)2 dx = 2 / (u - u^Dia1 + KU) dx

f (U- Woo)2 /r, . ,

- / =——a ιD\udx.
JΩ V

Thus since v > 1, and since Woo = 0 implies D/α^ + KWoo = 0 on
Ω, where a1^ denotes aι(Duoo), we get

d f _\ o /" o

+ 2 [ (u- Uoo)Dι{aι - <4) ί/x

+ / (u-UooΫl^Diuldx.
JΩ

But now recall that u = 0 on <9Ω, and ώ —• 0 uniformly as t —• oo,
and all higher derivatives of w in time and space are bounded. Thus
by Lemma 2.6 we must have that also D\U —> 0 as £ —• oo, and hence
\aιD\u\ —• 0 as £ —• oo. Thus, using this and integration by parts in
(2.25), there exists some time T such that for all t > T, we have

(2.26) 4~ ί υ-ι(u-u0O)2dx<3κ I\u-u^γdx
at Jςi JQ

- 2 / (a1 - a^Diiμ - Woo) dx.
JΩ

Yet also now, following an idea from [Hul, §4], observe that by the

Fundamental Theorem of Calculus and Poincare's inequality, and not-

ing that ^aι(p) = ajl{p)^f , we may deduce that
(2.27)

JΩ °° °°
/ 1 \

= / I / -j-[aι(sDu + (1 -s)Duoo)]ds I D\{u - uc
JQΩ \J0

>λC~
l I {U-Uo

Ja
Thus, noting condition (2.24), we obtain from (2.27) in (2.26) that,
for all t > T,

-j- / v-ι(u-Uoo)2dx< -3AC"1 [{u-Uocfdx
d t

 JΩ JΩ

JΩV<-ZλC
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The result now follows in view of Lemma 2.3. D

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. D

3. The Hanging Drop Problem—Method 2. Here we again treat the
"hanging drop problem", but now using the less geometrically natural
flow of the two discussed in §1. That is, we study now the IVP

(3.1) ύ = H + κu o n Ω x [ 0 , o o ) ,

u = φ on <9Ω x [0, oo),

u(x, 0) = UQ(X) on Ω.

Our aim in this section is to illustrate that, while we can derive a
similar result to Theorem 2.1 for this flow also, it is in fact significantly
harder to establish such existence and convergence results in this case.
This is so despite the fact that the operator -A, unlike -vA, is in
divergence form. Our main theorem in this section is as follows:

THEOREM 3.1. Let Ω, <9Ω, μ, u0 and φ be as in Theorem 2.1, and
suppose now further that the initial function UQ satisfies

min MQ = mo > 0.
Ω

Then there exists a constant

κ0 = κ0 ίsup(w0), sup(υ(Du0)), sup(|i/(x, 0)|), Ω, dΩ9m0,n,μ, \φ\2.Λ

such that for all 0 < K < KQ the parabolic IVP (3.1) has a
C 2 j Q ! > α / 2 (Ω x (0, oό))~solutionf u, smooth on the interior Ω x (0, oo)
and moreover the functions ut(x) = u(x, t) converge exponentially fast
as t —• oo, in any Ck-norm, to a C2>a(Ω)-solution of the stationary
BVP (1.2).

Note, vis-a-vis Theorem 2.1, the added requirement of the existence
of the positive constant ra0, and also the added dependence now of
Ko both on this constant mo and on the mean curvature of the initial
surface.

Proof of Theorem. As with the proof of Theorem 2.1, the main step
is to establish a time-independent a priori estimate for \ut\cι. Once
again we do this by obtaining, in turn, appropriate sup, boundary
gradient, and finally global gradient estimates.
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In this regard, the latter of these again proves to be the one which
presents all the difficulties. Indeed, the sup and boundary gradient
estimates turn out to be immediate, in this setting, without the need
for any further work. This is because, provided conditions (2.4) and
(2.5) on KQ again hold, exactly the same stationary barriers as were
used to obtain these estimates in §2 actually work again here, to yield
identical bounds to those of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2.

For consistency let us again denote these bounds by Co and C\
respectively. As the same time let us also note that here, unlike in §2,
we now have, in addition, an a priori lower bound for solutions of IVP
(3.1), of the sort discussed after the proof of Lemma 2.1, namely that

(3.2) sup u>mo>O.
Ωx[0,oo)

We mention this because, while in §2 such a result was not required,
this bound will prove to be essential at one point in our later analysis
of IVP (3.1)—see also our earlier remarks following Theorem 2.1.

Turning to the derivation of the a priori global gradient estimate,
this by contrast turns out to be considerably more complex here than
it was in §2. The reason for this is as follows.

Recall that, for the flow in §2, we had for the evolution of the
quantity υ = y/\ + \Du\2 that (see inequality (2.21))

ij Ϊiχ + κ\Du\2.

Importantly the "bad" term, HtfDiV, present in inequality (2.17),
cancelled out, leaving no terms still involving the mean curvature func-
tion, H. The only remaining "bad" term in this inequality, κ\Du\2,
was able to be handled through consideration of the auxiliary function
χ, in which a multiple of u2 was added to v .

If, however, we try to repeat these calculations for the flow in IVP
(3.1), then the absence of the factor v in the evolution equation here
means that what we end up with is the inequality

(3.3) v < vaijDiDjV + Di(aij)DjV + K

KV .

While the term KV here may once again be dealt with via the use of a
suitable auxiliary function, the really awkward component of (3.3) is
the term -vHalJDiuDjV , involving the mean curvature, H, of the
evolving surface. Since we have as yet no control over the behaviour
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of this term under evolution, we cannot for the present deal with this
component of inequality (3.3).

To obtain our global gradient estimate we therefore need first of all
to derive some form of at least conditional control over the evolution
of this quantity, H, under the flow in IVP (3.1).

Having observed this, it is appropriate however, before attempting
to derive such control, to outline in detail the overall strategy that we
will be employing for the deduction of our global gradient estimate.

Essentially it entails using simultaneous contradiction arguments in-
volving estimates for the two quantities v and (via studying u) H.
So as to be able to state precisely the bounds we will obtain, as well
as the order in which we will be deriving them, let us introduce im-
mediately the following further notation. First define

(3.4) K = max ( C\, supυ(Duo)) , kQ = sup|ώ(x, 0)|
V Ω / Ω

and then set

(3.5) C2 = 4K, C3 = 2k0.

Also then define two separate conditions that a time T may or may
not satisfy, the first by the specification that the estimate

(3.6) _sup v<C2

Ωx[0,Γ)

should hold, and the second by the specification that the estimate

(3.7) _sup \ύ\<C3

Ωx[0,Γ)

should hold.
We can now state precisely that in the following we will show that,

provided κ$ is suitably small, the quantities υ and u are bounded,
for all time and over all of Ω, by C2 and C3 respectively; in other
words that the class of times T such that conditions (3.6) and (3.7)
both hold is in fact all of R>o. This will be done in three steps:

Step 1. Show (Lemma 3.1) that if T is any time such that conditions
(3.6) and (3.7) both hold, then in fact on Ω x [0, T) the improved
estimate

SUp \U\ << T

Ωx[0,Γ) 4

holds. This, along with our a priori sup bound, will allow us (Corol-
laries 3.2 and 3.3) to deduce a uniform bound for U, and thence for
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the mean curvature H, on Ω x [0, T), provided now only that T is
such that condition (3.6) holds.

Step 2. Establish some necessary preliminary results (Lemmas 3.4
and 3.5) about a suitable auxiliary function χ, needed in Step 3.

Step 3. Finally use this function χ , along with the results of Steps
1 and 2, to derive that also (Lemma 3.6), if T is any time such
that condition (3.6) alone is satisfied, then we must in fact have the
improved estimate for v on Ω x [0, T) that

^ 3C 2

SUP V < —T- .
Ωx[0,Γ) 4

This will allow us to conclude finally, by a contradiction argument,
that in fact condition (3.6) must be satisfied by all T > 0; in other
words that we must have precisely the uniform global estimate for v
on Ω x [0, oo) that we claimed, namely

sup v < Cι.
Ωx[0,oo)

Turning at last to the implementation of this strategy, as far as Step
1 is concerned we have the following key lemma:

LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that, in addition to constraints (2.4) and (2.5),
KQ also now satisfies three additional conditions, (3.14), (3.20) and
(3.25), which for convenience are listed at the points in the following
working where they are first needed. Next suppose T > 0 is any time
such that conditions (3.6) and (3.7) both hold. Then for any K < KQ,
if u is a solution oflVP (3.1) on Ω x [0, T) we must in fact have the
improved estimate for u on Ω x [0, T) that

(3.8) _sup ^

Proof. Observe first that, by direct computation, we have

< 3 »>
If we now integrate over time, and use our time-independent sup
bound, Co, we thus obtain that there is a constant
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such that, for any T > 0, we have

(3.10) / [ ύ2dxdt<C4.
Jo JΩ

To obtain the improved bound for ύ, (3.8), we now aim to use this
estimate, along with the iteration technique of De Giorgi and Stam-
pacchia. To this end we define η = u and then set

ηk = max(f/ - k, 0), A(k) = {x e Ω: η(x) > k}.

Also for convenience we write

\A(k)\= f dx, \\A(k)\\τ= ί \A(k)\dt.
JA(k) JO

Integration by parts then yields that

(3.11) j - ί η2

kdx = 2 f ηk(H + κύ)dx
a ι

 JΩ JΩ

= - 2 / άιDιηdx + 2κ / ηkηdx.
JΛ(k) JΛ{k)

But now observe that, by explicit calculation, we have

(3.12) ά'Dιη = ( H M Z ^ M ) Dιη > υ

Hence, by (3.12) in (3.11), and an application of Cauchy's inequality,
we may deduce, for all t <T, that

(3.13) j- I n\dx<^\ \Dη\2dx + κ ί n\dx+ κC\\A(k)\
at JQ C f JA{IC) JA{k)

whence, provided Ko is small enough to ensure that

(3.14) κo<4

we may conclude that

(3.15) L ί η2

kdx<-κ ί \Dηk\
2dx + κ ί η2dx + κC2\A(k)\.

"t Jςi JA(k) Jλ{k)

To proceed further we now make use of the Sobolev inequality. Put-
ting this in (3.15), and integrating over time, we thence obtain that
for all k>ko

(3.16) sup/ ηldx + κC5 f If ηjq dx) dt
[0,T]JA(k) JO \JA(k) J

<2κCl\\A{k)\\τ + 2 κ ί I n\dxdt.
h JA(k)
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Here C5 = C$(n) is a constant from the Sobolev inequality, while
q = n/(n - 2 ) (or q < 00 if n = 2) is half the Sobolev exponent.

Next we employ an interpolation inequality for LP-norms (see [GT,
p. 146, inequality (7.9)]), which in this context gives that

(3.17)

where q$ and a are defined by

00 = 2 - - , a = —

This result, along with Holder's inequality, and a careful application of
Young's inequality, then yields that we can find 00 > with 1 < 00 < 0 >
such that

(Γ I η^dxdt
\Jθ JA(k) j

/ η^dxdt) \\A(k)\\l

τ-
l/g°

JA{k) K )

where C$ = C^(n). Rearranging we thus obtain

a r /> \ χlqo

/ ηpdxdt) (1 - 2 i c 1 / * C 6

1 J 1 / *

(3-20) κ°{£)(I

But now observe that, for all k>ko, inequality (3.10) implies that

(3.19) 2

Therefore, provided KQ satisfies, say,

(I)
then we have immediately from (3.19) in (3.18) that

(3.21) (£' J ηfidxdή * <4κι'*oCiCϊι\\A(k)\\τ.

We are now in a position to derive the desired estimate via Stampac-
chia's Lemma (see [KS, p. 63]). To complete the argument, observe
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finally that for all h > k > k$ we have that, on A(h), ηk = η —
h - k. Hence, for any h > k > ko, it follows that

(3.22) {h - k)2\\A{h)\\τ < ίT f η2

kdxdt
JO JA(k)

Here we have used Holder's inequality and the fact that A(k) 2 A(h),
along with result (3.21). Stampacchia's Lemma now immediately
yields the estimate

(3.23) sup η < k$ + δ
Ωx[0,Γ)

where, by (3.19),

(3.24) δ2<

say.

Finally therefore, provided KQ is also small enough that

(3.25) κl

0

/2q°Cι

Ί

/2 < 1/4

then (3.23) gives the estimate

z 3C3

_sup η<-τ-
Ωx[0,Γ)

But this, along with the corresponding bound from below, amounts to
precisely the improved estimate we wanted. D

To complete Step 1 we can now write down the following two corol-
laries to this lemma.

COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose KQ again satisfies conditions (2.4), (2.5),
(3.14), (3.20) and (3.25), and suppose T > 0 is any time for which
condition (3.6) holds. Then for any K <κ$, if u is a solution to IVP
(3.1) on Ω x [0, T) we have the uniform estimate for u that

(3.26) _sup | ώ | < C 3 .
Ωx[0,Γ)

Proof. By the definition of C3 (in (3.5)), the function \ύ(x, t)\ is
initially bounded everywhere by C3. Lemma 3.1 then shows that it
must remain so. D
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COROLLARY 3.3. Let KQ, T be as in Corollary 3.2, and suppose
K < JCO . Then there is a constant C8 = C8(C3, n, Ω) such that, if u
is a solution to IVP (3.1) on Ω x [0, T), we have the uniform a priori
estimate for the mean curvature of graρh(w) that

(3.27) _sup \H(x9t)\<C*.
Ωx[0,Γ)

Proof. This follows immediately from (2.4) and the relationship
H = ύ-KU. D

Having obtained this qualified uniform mean curvature bound, we
can now pass on to Step 2 of our strategy for deriving a full a priori
gradient estimate for solutions of IVP (3.1). This step is devoted to
introducing an auxiliary function, χ, suitable for use in that deriva-
tion, and to establishing some preliminary results about it. In this
regard we have two lemmas.

LEMMA 3.4. Define

(3.28) x = v +
c o

where ρ is, for the present, any positive integer. Then χ satisfies

(3.29) V

where θ and Ψ are given by

(3.30) e

(3.31)

Ψ = β<"ρ~lKρ-2aijDiuDiu + -
2 C v

Proof. This is proven via direct computation, proceeding in almost
identical fashion to the derivation of results (2.17) to (2.23) in §2. For
this reason we omit all the details here. D

LEMMA 3.5. Suppose that at time to the function χ, defined in
(3.28), has an interior maximum at XQ G Ω. Then the behaviour
of the function Ψ at (XQ, to) is given by
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Proof. Interior maximality implies that at (XQ , /Q) we have Dχ =
0, whence Dv = -ρuQ-χC^ρDu. Putting this in (3.31) the result
then follows on noting that aijDfuDjU = v~3\Du\2 . α

Turning to Step 3 of our strategy, we are now in a position at last to
be able to extend our a priori boundary gradient estimate to a uniform
gradient estimate for all time on the interior of Ω as well. The chief
result we require is the following:

LEMMA 3.6. Let ρ now be any fixed positive integer such that

(3.33) ρ> l + 2 C 0 C 2 C 8

and suppose that, in addition to conditions (2.4), (2.5), (3.14), (3.20)
and (3.25), KQ now also satisfies the further constraint that
(3.34)

*o(v + ρ) <mρ~2 1 Ί~Q ) \ I ) for2<υ <3C2/4.

Next let T > 0 be any time for which condition (3.6) holds. Then for
any K <KQ, if u is a solution oflVP (3.1) on Ω x [0, T) we in fact
have the improved estimate for v on Ω x [0, T) that

(3.35) sup v <
Ωx[0,Γ) **

Proof. Let χ be as in (3.28), but with ρ now fixed in the above
way. The idea here is now to bound this auxiliary function χ suitably,
and deduce from this the improved upper bound on v . To be explicit
we assert that, with this choice of ρ , χ must satisfy

(3.36) _sup χ<
Ωx[0,Γ) **

To see this note first that, by the definition of C 2 , χ is certainly
everywhere less than 3C2/4 at t = 0, and moreover must remain so
on 9 Ω x [ 0 , Γ ) . Thus if, on Ω x [0, T) χ ever attained the value
3C2/4, then it would have to do so at some point in Ω itself. But
suppose it did so for the first time at ίo, at some point XQ e Ω. Then
clearly this would imply that

(3.37) X(xo,to)>O.

However by condition (3.33) in Lemma 3.5 we would also have that

(3.38) Ψ(x0,t0)>0
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where Ψ is as defined in (3.31). And furthermore, since Cι > 4 and
χ < v + 1, so at (x0 > *o) we would have to have υ > 2, whence by
condition (3.34) and result (3.2) in (3.30) we would also have that

(3.39) θ(xo9tΌ)<O

on noting once again that aijDiuDjU = (v2 - l)/v3.
But then by (3.29) we would obtain that

(3.40) χ(*o, to) < aVDiDjX\(Xo9to) < 0

contradicting (3.37).
This contradiction shows that χ can also never reach the value

3C2/4 on Ω x [ 0 , Γ ) , and so completes the proof of (3.36).
Finally (3.35) then follows immediately from (3.2) and our defini-

tion of χ. D

Before continuing, note, in relation to our earlier remarks following
Theorems 2.1 and 3.1, that it is precisely for the derivation of (3.39)
via condition (3.34) that we critically require the existence (see (3.2))
of the positive lower bound, WQ, for u under the evolution in IVP
(3.1). As yet we have been unable to overcome the need for such a
lower bound here.

Returning to the derivation of our time independent global gradient
bound, Lemma 3.6 now yields directly the desired estimate:

COROLLARY 3.7. Suppose KQ is as in Lemma 3.6. Then for any
K <KQ, if u is a solution of IVP (3.1) we have the uniform estimate

(3.41) _sup v<C2.
Ωx[0,Γ)

Proof. This is identical in form to the proof of Corollary 3.2. D

We are now nearly finished with the proof of Theorem 3.1. For
Corollary 3.7 completes the derivation of a uniform a priori estimate
for \ut\cι, and so establishes the long-time existence claim of the theo-
rem, while the regularity and convergence aspects of Theorem 3.1 now
follow in virtually identical fashion to those of Theorem 2.1. Indeed,
unlike the global gradient estimate, the desired convergence properties
actually turn out to be slightly easier to obtain for IVP (3.1) than they
were for IVP (2.3). This is because

(i) We already have, in estimate (3.10), a uniform bound for
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(ii) In deriving the analogue of Lemma 2.7 for IVP (3.1) we can
now consider ^ JQ(u - Uoo)2 dx, rather than j-t JΩ v~λ(u - Uoo)2 dx,
and in this way can arrive at the corresponding result with rather less
working, and also with T equal to zero.

The only feature in the above that perhaps ought to be explicitly
pointed out is that, just as a further condition on KQ > (2.24), was re-
quired to be able to derive Lemma 2.7, so also an additional condition
on KQ is needed to be able to prove the analogous result for IVP (3.1).
This condition (very similar to (2.24)) is that KQ satisfy

(3.42) κ o ^

where Cp and λ are again as defined in Lemma 2.7. With this further
constraint the convergence claim of Theorem 3.1 goes through exactly
as stated above.

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. D

4 The Hanging Roof Problem. Here we turn finally to the evolu-
tionary treatment of Problem (iii). Our main theorem in this regard
is:

THEOREM 4.1. Let Ω, dΩ, mo, μ, UQ and φ again be as in
Theorem 3.1, and suppose that mo now also satisfies the two conditions

,ΛΛ\ 2diam(Ω)
(4.1) m o > v J

and

(4.2) m 0 > -
β

{that is to say, our surface starts at a sufficient height). Then the
parabolic IVP

(4.3) ύ = υH-- <wΩx[0,oo),

u = φ on dΩ x [0, oo),

u(x, 0) = uo(x) on Ω

has a C 2 > α ' α / 2 ( Ω x ( 0 , oo))-solution, u, smooth on the interior Ω x
(0, oo), and moreover some subsequence at least of the functions ut{x)
= u(x9 t) converge as t —• oo to a C2>a(Ω)-solution, u^, of the
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stationary BVP (1.3). Furthermore if, in fact, ΊΎIQ also satisfies the
additional conditions

(4.4) m 0 > j

and

(4.5) ' ± '
ml mo 2CP

where λ and Cp are as defined in Lemma 2.7, then all of the functions
ut(x), and not just some subsequence of them, converge exponentially
fast, as t -+ oo, to Uoo, in any Ck-norm.

Proof of theorem. Once again we seek a uniform a priori estimate
for \ut\c\, with the bulk of the work lying in the derivation of a time-
independent interior gradient bound. However we begin, as usual,
with the sup and boundary gradient estimates.

LEMMA 4.1. Define Q = sup^wo. Then if u is a solution oflVP
(4.3) we have

-T- < u(x, t) < Co o « Ω x [ 0 , oo).

Proof. The estimate from above is obvious. As for the estimate
from below, first let XQ G Ω be arbitrary, and then define

Now let ψ: Ω x [0, oo) -*• R be the stationary function defined by

That is, graph(^) is here a portion of lower hemisphere, centre
r+ty)> radius r.

Then clearly, for all x e Ω, we have

(4.6) ?ψ < ψ(x) < m0

and so certainly graph(^) lies everywhere below graph(w) initially,
and also remains so on <9Ω for all-time. Thus since graph(^) has
constant positive mean curvature over all of Ω equal to

n

r " Ad1 + ml
it is easily checked, using also (4.1), that ψ must be a lower barrier
for u(x, t), and the result follows from (4.6). D
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LEMMA 4.2. If u is a solution of IVP (4.3) then there exists a con-
stant

Cx = Cλ(n, Co, μ, Ω, ΘΩ, \φ\2.Ω)

such that we have the estimate

sup v < C\.
<9Ωx[0,oo)

Proof. Once again this is established via stationary local barriers,
using the constructions of [GT, Chapter 14] and condition (4.2) on
mo. As the approach is identical to that employed in Lemma 2.2 we
omit all details here. D

Turning now to the global a priori gradient estimate, we this time
obtain this via an approach, as noted in §2, of considering a modified
flow and working locally on the surfaces produced, as follows.

Observe first that, if v denotes the upward unit normal,
v~l(-Du, 1), to the surfaces Mt = graρh(w^), then the component
of the flow in IVP (4.3) in direction v is exactly v~ιu.

Thus, if a solution existed to IVP (4.3), then clearly we would be
able to find a one-parameter family of immersions F; = F( , t): Mo —•

1 t e [0, oc), which satisfied

(4.7) *-E(p9t) = υ-ι(vH-£) ι/(p,ί) o n M 0 x [ 0 , o o ) ,

F(p, /) = F(p, 0) on dM0 x [0, oo),

0 ) = p on

where the function u, analogous to u, is defined by

and where υ is now viewed as a function on MQ X [0, oo) via the
relational; = (i/, e^+i)" 1 . Moreover the image surfaces of this new
flow, Mt = {F(/?, t): p e MQ}, would obviously be identical to the
surfaces Mt = graph(w^) up to tangential diίfeomorphisms.

Therefore to obtain a uniform a priori global gradient estimate for
solutions of IVP (4.3) it will clearly suffice to derive such a uniform a
priori bound for the quantity v under the flow in (4.7). To this end
we have the following lemma:

LEMMA 4.3. Suppose F: Mo x [0, oc) -> Rw+1 is a one-parameter
family of immersions satisfying (4.7). Then there exists a constant
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Cι = C 2 (m 0 , Co, C\) such that v satisfies the estimate

sup υ < Cι.
M0x[0,oo)

ProoJ\ Let Δ = At denote the Laplace-Beltram^operator on the sur-
faces Mt, pulled back to MQ . Then for any p £ Mt let τ\, . . . , τn be
a local framing corresponding to nearly flat co-ordinates (with respect
to the induced metric) on a neighbourhood of p, so that

(4.8) V| i/ = —Λ, /τ/ and V τ/ = /z;7i/

where Vf denotes the tangential derivative operator with respect to
T/ , and A = Λf / denotes the second fundamental form (see also [DH]).
Set V = ( V i , . . . , V n + 1 ) .

Also note that the new "height function" u: MQ X [0, oo) —> R de-
fined earlier differs from u in that it tracks the height above Ω c R "
of points F(p, t) for a fixed p e MQ , whereas u measures the height
of image surfaces above fixed points in Ω (see [EH]). This new height
function ύ satisfies the relation H = vAύ.

Turning now to the proof of the lemma observe that, by proceedings
as in [Hu3], we have for the flow in (4.7) that

dtu = -V ( ^ - , v ) = - V # - -zf-

and so

(4.9) * = ^((u,en+ι)-1) = υ2(VH, en + 1) + p(V(fl«), e Λ + 1 ) .

But also we have the Jacobi-Codazzi equation

(4.10) Δ« = V/V,-((i/, e ^ ) " 1 ) = Vi{υ2{hilτι, e Λ + 1 »

= μ | 2 υ + lυ-^Vυl 2 + υ2(V/ί", eB+i>

where of course |Λ|2 = huh'1. Hence from (4.10) in (4.9) we obtain

(4.11) v = Aυ - \A\2v - 2v~ι\Vv\2 + -^(V(wυ), eB +i>.

It then follows directly that we must, in turn, have

(4.12) 4-(ln(υ)) = Δ(ln(«)) - \A\2 - i;-2|Vί;|2

+ ^ ( V M , eB+i> + τr-<Vt>, eΛ +i>.
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But also now, since H = vAύ, we have directly from the evolution
equation in (4.7) that

(4.13) «=(§

Therefore if we now introduce the auxiliary function

/ = σ]n(v) + u

where σ is some positive constant, then we obtain immediately from
(4.12) and (4.13) that / satisfies

) + — ( v f , eΛ+i) - -r-y .

Then since we clearly have

Vy = —Vv + Vύ
v

and

- (Du, 0) - ((Du9 0), u)u = (Du9 0) +

we may deduce that in fact

< Aχ + ̂ {Vχ, en+ί) - ^(u - σ).

But thus, if we now take σ = Wo/4 say, then by Lemma 4.1 we must
have that, on all of MQ x [0, oo),

7(Vχ,en+ι)

which immediately implies that

sup χ< max I sup/, sup * ] = C(C0, Cί).
M0x[0,oo) \ M 0 OM0x[0,oo) /

The result then follows from the definition of χ . D

This completes the proof of a uniform α priori global gradient es-
timate for solutions of IVP (4.3), and so establishes the long-time
existence claim of Theorem 4.1.
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The remaining step is now to prove also the regularity and conver-
gence claims of this theorem. Before continuing with this, however, it
is worth returning briefly to an earlier remark we made, namely that
the above approach of working locally on the surfaces Mt, to obtain a
global gradient estimate, is in fact simpler and more direct than doing
the working on the base domain Ω, as was done in proving Lemma
2.3.

At first glance this may not appear to be the case. However it should
be pointed out that this is only because much of the hard work involved
in our proof of Lemma 2.3 was hidden away in Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5.

For example, when we worked on the base domain Ω to establish
Lemma 2.3 we required Lemma 2.5, the proof of which is quite long
and technical (see [Ge2]). This was needed to deal with the term of
aιJaklDiDkuDjDιU which arose, and to show in particular that it was
always non-negative. However, when we work locally on the surfaces
Mt as above, we find that the corresponding term which arises turns
out to be simply \A\2v, which may immediately be seen to be non-
negative without any further work.

Returning to the proof of Theorem 4.1, regularity now follows once
again from standard theory and the uniformity of our estimate for
\Du\. As for the convergence claim in the theorem, this is established
in very similar fashion to that used in the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and
3.1.

To begin with, the uniformity of our earlier estimates guarantees
that we can again find a subsequence of times tk —> oc such that
the functions utk converge to some C2?Q;(Ω)-function u^. That Uoo
must be a stationary point of the flow, and thus a solution of BVP
(1.3), then follows once again from the trick of analysing the time-
derivative of the energy functional for this situation, and computing
that this yields, using also Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3,

(4.14) L [ uυdx = -[ (-)u2dx<-^- [ ύ2dx.
at JQ Jςi WJ IL2 JQ

Finally, to prove the exponential convergence, in any C^-norm, of
all the ut to Uoo as t —• 00, we once again need only prove such
convergence in the ZΛnorm, and in this regard we have the following
lemma:

LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that w<χ> is as above, and that m§ now satisfies
all of the conditions (4.1), (4.2), (4.4) and (4.5). Then there exists a
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positive constant ζ = ξ(C2, n,Ω) such that

\\ut - Moolli < C2\\uτ - Woo| |^-^-Γ ) Vί > T

where T is some sufficiently large but finite time.

Proof. Observe first that, just as in the proof of Lemma 2.7, our
uniform estimates on all higher derivatives of u in time and space,
along with inequality (4.14), ensure that the quantity \aιDιu\ decays
to zero as t —• oo. In view of this, let T > 0 be any time such that,
for all t>T, \alDtU\ < l/_m0 say.

Then since Moo = 0 on Ω x [0, oo), we have by direct computation
that for all t>T,

JΩ

+ 2 I (u - Moo) (— -) dx
JΩ VWOO^OO uυj

1 ί
H / (M — Moo) dx

m0 JΩ
where, of course, a1^ stands for aι{DUoo), and ôo for v(Duoo).

However, using Lemma 4.1 and the fact that

we also have by Cauchy's inequality that

(4.16) (u - Moo) (— -) < (u - Moo)2 [ Λ + — I
'\KooVoo uυj-κ °°J \ml m0)

m0

Moreover, on integrating by parts and applying the Fundamental The-
orem of Calculus, exactly as in the proof of Lemma 2.7, we may derive
that (for λ as in that lemma)

(4.17) 2 I (u-u^D^a1 -a^dx^-lλ I \D(u - Moo)|2 dx.
Λ2 ./Ω
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Hence, by (4.16) and (4.17) in (4.15), we obtain that for all t > T,

(4.18) *[hu-Uoo)2dx< (-2X + 2Λ I \D{u-Uou)\2dx

But then, by the successive use of condition (4.4), Poincare's inequal-
ity, and condition (4.5), equation (4.18) yields that for all t>T,

- λ f 1 , 2 ,
/Ω

and the desired decay estimate follows immediately from this and our
bound for v in Lemma 4.3 (which thus yields a lower bound for λ
in terms of C2). •

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. D
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